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Abstract

Mobile networks differ from their wireline counterparts mainly by the high costs for air
transmissions and by the mobility of the users. A new entity,denoted as thecrawling peer,
is suggested in order to optimize the resource mediation mechanism for a mobile P2P file
sharing application. In [1], we have investigated the performance of a crawling peer by
means of simulations. Now, we show a time-discrete analysisof the crawling peer’s perfor-
mance in order to investigate different scenarios and to enable parameter-sensitivity studies
for further improvements of the crawling peer’s strategy.
Keywords: crawling peer, mobile P2P architecture, file-sharing, queueing theory

1 Introduction

Currently, UMTS network operators are looking for applications whicha) exploit, qualitatively
and quantitatively, the potential of the UMTS technology andb) motivate the user to adopt the
new technology. In that way,mobile P2P file-sharingis an interesting candidate for such an
application.

Mobile networks differ from wireline networks mainly by the limited capacity of radio chan-
nels and by the mobility of the users. The high costs of air transmission ask fora minimization
of any signalling. The user mobility results in rapidly varying on-line states of users and leads to
the discontinued relaying and buffering of signalling information. This can be accomplished for
example by entities which on behalf of others store content, i.e.caches, or entities which locate
information, i.e.crawlers.

P2P is a highly distributed application architecture where equal entities, denoted aspeers,
voluntarily share resources, e.g. files or CPU cycles, via direct exchange. The advantages of P2P
services are the autonomous, load-adaptive, and resilient operation ofthese services. In order to
share resources, the peers have to coordinate among each other whichcauses significant amount
of signalling traffic [2, 3]. P2P applications support two fundamental coordination functions:a)
resource mediationmechanisms, i.e. functions to search and locate resources or entities, andb)
resource access controlmechanisms, i.e. functions to permit, schedule, and transfer resources.
In particular, mediation functions are responsible for the high amount of signalling traffic of
P2P services. Theoverall performanceof P2P applications is determined by the individual
performance of the basic P2P control functions.
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A P2P file swapping user is mainly interested in a short exchange time for files.Therefore
the mediation time, i.e. the time to locate a file, and the time to exchange the file has to be
minimized. Furthermore, the P2P user does not want to pay for a large amount of mediation
traffic on the air interface. The reduced mediation traffic, the discontinuedsignalling, and the
short mediation times needed for mobile P2P file sharing networks ask for newarchitecture
solutions for these kinds of services.

An efficient solution might state the use of new entities, in particular of the so-calledcrawling
peer. Our architecture concept is presented in [4] and additionally comprises acache peer and a
modified index server. The crawling peer (CP) is placed in the wired part of the mobile network
and locates files on behalf of mobile peers. The crawling peer can locate files even when a
mobile peer is not online. As a result, the search traffic is shifted to the wirelinepart of the
network and the radio links are relieved from signalling traffic.

Research on the mediation performance in P2P systems is fundamental. The crawling peer
might be an alternative to highly distributed concepts such asDistributed Hash Tables, as used
in Chord [5], orflooding concepts, as used in Gnutella.

In [1], we have investigated the performance of a crawling peer by meansof simulations.
Now, we present an analytical performance evaluation based on time-discrete analysis in order
to investigate different scenarios and to enable parameter-sensitivity studies for further improve-
ments of the strategy of the crawling peer.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the mobile P2P architecture. In
Section 3 we discuss at which index servers mobile specific contents may be located. The
considered network and the crawling peer are modeled in Section 4. The analytical approach is
explained in Section 5. Some numerical results are given in Section 6 and Section 7 concludes
this work.

2 Mobile P2P Architecture

The suggested mobile P2P architecture for third generation mobile networks first introduced in
[4] is depicted in Figure 1. The suggested concept is based on the architecture of the popular
eDonkey P2P file sharing application and was enhanced by three specificentities: thecache
peer, themobile P2P index server, and thecrawling peer.

The cache peeris a modified eDonkey peer located in the wireline part of the mobile P2P
architecture that can be triggered to download often requested files and then offers these files to
the community. It is located in the wireline and operator controlled part of the mobile network.
The cache peer is assumed to have a high-speed Internet connection and sufficient large storage
capacity. The application of the cache peer reduces the traffic caused by popular content on the
radio interface [6]. Themobile P2P index serveris a modified eDonkey index server. It tracks
the frequently requested content, triggers the cache peer to fetch it, and forces the mobile peers
to download the file from the cache peer, if available.

Thecrawling peeris also located in the wireline part of the suggested mobile P2P architecture
and searches content on behalf of other mobile peers. The crawling peer can locate files even
when a mobile peer is not online. As a result, the search traffic is shifted to thewireline part
of the network and the radio links are relieved from signalling traffic. It has to be noted that a
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Figure 1: Architecture concept for a P2P file-sharing service optimized tomobile networks

mobile peer should not be allowed to contact external eDonkey servers.If a mobile peer would
contact external index servers directly then the mobile P2P index server can not track the files
requested by mobile peers, that would result in less effective caching. Hence, the crawling peer
is not queried directly by mobile peers. The mobile P2P index server triggersthe crawling peer
to search for content if it does not know the location of a file.

In general, an eDonkey peer, either a wireline peer or a mobile peer, cansend search queries
in a local or a global way. Local queries are restricted to the index server only to which the
requesting peer is connected to. Global queries are sent by the peer to multiple index server
sequentially until sufficient sources of the requested content are found. If a peer starts a global
query, it causes additional signalling traffic proportional to the number ofindex servers visited.
The order of contacting index server is arbitrary and does not consider any properties of the
servers, e.g. number of files currently indexed. A more intelligent searchstrategy leads to
significant improvements. The crawling peer might gather statistics about the index servers and
preferably contact the servers that offer the most files first. This gives a better chance to find any
results faster. In addition, a fast locating of files would also lead to reduced signalling traffic for
global queries.

When executing an intelligent search strategy, the crawling peer has also toconsider thecredit
point systemin the eDonkey network [7], which prevents a peer of issuing too many search
queries to an index server. The crawling peer should query only index servers for which it has
enough credit points.
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3 Content Location in a Hybrid P2P File-Sharing Network

In a hybrid P2P network, index servers keep information on peers and respond to requests for
that information, while the peers are responsible for hosting the information,since the index
servers only operate as index database of the contents and do not storethe files. In the proposed
mobile P2P architecture, the crawling peer locates contents on behalf of the mobiles and sends
search queries to the available index servers in the network. If an index server has not registered
the file for which the crawling peer asked, the crawling peer sends the search query to the next
index server.

The performance evaluation of the crawling strategy requires the file request success proba-
bility which models whether an index server has registered a file for which a query is sent or not.
The success probabilityfi on an individual index serveri may be derived from the measurements
in [1]. There, it is defined as

fi =
µ(F̃i)

∑

i∈I µ(F̃i)
, (1)

i.e. according to the distribution of the file registrations at the index servers.The measured
number of registered files at index serveri is denoted byF̃i and the mean number of registered
files at serveri by µ(F̃i).

In this case the success probabilityfi on an individual index server simply depends on the ratio
of registered files at this server to the total number of available files in the network. However,
in P2P file-sharing networks, like the eDonkey network, the creation ofuser groupscan be seen
at the different index servers. Users which have the same or similar interests are also connected
to the same server. This allows short lookup times when searching for contents which can be
classified to this area of interest. User groups may be communities which are interested for
example in movies in French language or in the latest computer games for PSP.

The mobile P2P file sharing application is supported additionally by the mobile network op-
erator. As a result a mobile subscriber using that service achieves the best performance if it
connects to the operator’s index server within the mobile P2P architecture. But this means that
is very likely that the mobile P2P users will also create a user group at this index server, the
mobile P2P community.

We assume that there are mobile specific content types like ring tones (midi filesor mp3 files),
digital images, small videos, or games, which are shared and of interest for the mobile P2P users.
This means that the mobile users will search for and download mobile specific content, whereby
most of the files will be registered at the operator’s index server. Thus,the success probability
to find a mobile specific content at another index server may be assumed to beequal for all other
index servers. This results is the following file request success probability ps at an arbitrary
index server when the crawling peer searches on behalf of the mobiles atall index serversI in
the network:

ps =
∑

i∈I

fi

|I|
. (2)

According to our measurements in [1] it holdsps = 0.7246% and the number|I| of index
servers was|I| = 138. If the crawling peer asks every index server, the probability that the file
is available in the network and registered at any index server, i.e. the probability to successfully
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locate a file, is given by

1 −

|I|
∏

i=1

(1 − ps) , (3)

which is about 63.35% for the measured valuesps and|I|.
In [1] we have implemented a simulation to evaluate the performance of the crawling peer

and its strategy. In the mobile network the users generate a Poisson arrival process with rateλ
of requests for files which cannot be found in the mobile domain. Now, the crawling peer comes
into play and starts to query the index servers in the file-sharing network. As parameter for the
success probability of the crawling peer at an arbitrary index server weusedps as defined in (2)
and performed some simulation runs.
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Figure 2: Observed interarrival times by simulations

Figure 2 shows the results of the simulation runs. We take a look on the observed search
queries of an arbitrary index server. In Figure 2(a) the probability density function (PDF) of
the observed file request interarrival time at a single, arbitrary index server is plotted. The
simulated curve is fitted with the PDF of an exponential distribution and a very good match is
obtained. Thus, the file request arrival process still follows a Poissonprocess, however with a
different rateλ∗

i < λ. Due to the same success probability for all index servers, all index servers
behave equal. This can also be noticed when comparing the mean interarrival times 1

λ∗
i

of all
index serversi ∈ I which show only slightly differences. This observation, that the file request
queries sent to individual index server still follow a Poisson process and that all index servers
experience the same file request rate, was the starting point of the analytical approach.

4 Network and Crawling Peer Model

We consider a mobile P2P-network as proposed in [4] and as introduced inSection 2. In the
mobile network, the users generate a Poisson arrival process of requests for files which cannot
be found in the mobile domain. Therefore the requests are delegated to the crawling peer (CP).
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The request arrival rate is denoted withλ. The CP then asks for the file at the known index
servers in

I = {1, · · · , N} (4)

according to a specific request strategy, the NoBan-strategy [1]. Thesearch stops if either at
least one request was successful, since we assume that additional sources – if available – can be
found by eDonkey’s source exchange mechanism, or, if no source has been found.

The banning of clients has been introduced lately by the creators of the ”lugdunum index
server”, which is the software platform of choice for the majority of the index servers in the
public eDonkey network. The index server has for each requesting client a number of credit
points. For each file request, the credit is decreased by normally 16 points, while in turn in each
second one point is added. A more detailed description of the banning mechanism can be found
on the web [7].

The banning mechanism is modelled as following. An index serveri has for each requesting
peer, i.e. also for the crawling peer, a number of credit pointsci. Initially, the credits are set to a
value ofcinit , which is around1000 credits according to the references we found on the web. On
each request ati, the credits are reduced by∆c points, while in turn in each second one point
is added. So, a client is banned from a server if the request would cause a negative amount of
credit points. Once the crawling peer is banned at an index server, it stays banned forever. This
is a worst case assumption since we have no information about the ban time as itis implemented
in the public eDonkey network.

OurNoBan strategy[1] avoids banning and achieves a small response time and a high proba-
bility to locate a file which is close to the maximal value (3). For each file requestx a listLx of
all index servers exists which denotes if servery ∈ Lx was already requested for requestx:

Lx(y) =

{

0, if servery not yet requested,

1, if servery already requested.
(5)

The setSx of not yet requested index servers for requestx is therefore

Sx = {i ∈ I : Lx(i) = 0}. (6)

If the crawling peer has low creditsci at an index serveri, the search request is blocked at
serveri. This probability is denoted aspb,i. A file requestx is always forwarded to the next
available, not yet requested index server. This means that the next server i to be contacted for
file requestx is i = min{j ∈ Sx : cj ≥ ∆c} which has sufficient credit points,ci ≥ ∆c.

A requestx is blocked completely if no more servery ∈ Sx can be contacted due to available
credits:

∀y ∈ Sx : cy < ∆c. (7)

We denote this blocking probability withpb. In the case of a blocked request it isS 6= ∅.
Otherwise (S = ∅), each server was contacted, i.e. the search request was answeredsuccessfully
or unsuccessfully.
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5 Analytical Approach

In this section, we investigate the NoBan strategy under the assumption that thefile request
success probabilitiesfi on each index server are equal, as motivated in Section 3,

∀i, j ∈ I : fi = fj =def ps. (8)

As a consequence, all servers are equal and are therefore askedrandomly for a file requestx.
In particular, the next index server is in this case randomly chosen from the setSx of remaining,
not yet asked servers. Since the file request arrivals follow a Poisson process with rateλ, the
observed arrivals at each individual serveri still follow a Poisson process, demonstrated in
Figure 2. We denote the obtained rate at an individual index server withλ∗

i . Because of this
notice, we can describe the analysis model as depicted in Figure 3.

Poisson file request 
arrivals

M λ

blocking

crawling
peer

1
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λ�
λ�
λ� , ,,i j j iλ λ

Figure 3: Illustration of the analysis model

The Poisson file requests arrivals are split equally among theN index servers:

λI = λN(1 − pp,i). (9)

If a search request is unsuccessfully answered at serveri, the request is forwarded to a not yet
requested serverj ∈ S. The corresponding rate is

λi,j = λI(1 − ps) (10)

which holds for alli 6= j. The observed rate at an index serveri follows as

λ∗
i = λI +

∑

j 6=i

λj,i = λI(N(1 − ps) + ps). (11)

The probabilitypb,total that a search request is totally blocked, i.e. at all index servers, is

pb,total =
N
∏

i=1

pb,i. (12)

However, the derivation of the probabilitiespb andpb,i is more complex due to interaction with
the search query rateλ, the number of index serversN , and the number of credit pointsci at in-
dex serveri. In the following we use a numerical approach to retrieve the blocking probabilities
pb,i and the observed search query rateλ∗

i at an index serveri. The distribution of the number
ci of credit points at each serveri can be calculated by using time-discrete analysis. In order to
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getpb,i an equation system is then numerically solved using again iteration. We start withthe
description of the compuation of the steady state distribution of the credit pointsci for a given
rateλ∗

i .
Let X = ci be a random variable which desribes the number of credit points of the CP at an

arbitrary index serveri andT describes a point in time. The time is discretized in intervals of
length∆T = 1second. Then,P (X = j|T = n) denotes the state probability that the CP has
j credit points at timen∆T = n seconds. The state probabilities form the components of the
vector

Xn =











P (X = 0|T = n)
P (X = 1|T = n)

...
P (X = cmax|T = n)











. (13)

The expressionXn (j) returns thej-th element of the vectorXn, i.e.

Xn (j) = P (X = j|T = n). (14)

In this time-discrete analysis, we use the power method to compute numerically the distribution
of the number of credit points. Therefore, the state space has to be finite. This condition is
fulfilled for eDonkey index servers and we consider a maximum numbercmax of credit points.

The start vectorX0 is defined as follows and initializes the iterative computation of the state
probabilitiesXn:

X0 (j) =

{

0 , 0 ≤ j < cmax,

1 , j = cmax.
(15)

The probabilityPn (j, k) denotes the conditional probability that the amount of credit points isj

at timen∆T under the condition that the CP issuedKn = k search queries within the last time
interval∆T :

Pn (j, k) = P (X = j|Kn = k) . (16)

The random variableKn denotes the number of search queries from(n − 1) seconds until
n seconds. Since the arrivals of search queries at an index server follow a Poisson process with
rateλ∗

i (search requests per time unit∆T ), the number of search queries is Poisson distributed:

P (Kn = k) =
(λ∗

i ∆T )k

k!
e−λ∗

i
∆t, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (17)

The power method requires again a finite number of states in order to describe the conditional
probabilitiesPn (j, k). Thus, theα-quantile of the distribution ofKn is used to assume the
maximal numberkmax of search queries:

P (Kn ≤ kmax) = α. (18)

The conditional probabilityPn+1 can now be computed iteratively. First, we consider the case
thatKn = 0 search queries were issued by the CP to the index server during the last second.
After each second, the amount of credit points is increased by one. Since no search query was
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issued, at least one credit point is availabe, i.e.,Pn+1 (0, 0) = 0. In order to truncate again the
state space,Pn+1 (cmax, 0) sums up the remaining probabilites.

Pn+1 (j, 0) =











0 , j = 0,

Xn (j − 1) , 0 < j < cmax,

Xn (cmax − 1) + Xn (cmax) , j = cmax.

(19)

Next, we considerKn = k search queries fork = 1, 2, · · · , kmax. A single search request costs
∆c credit points. The probabilityPn+1 (j, k) that the transition to a number of credit pointsj

that is larger thank∆c is Xn (j + k∆c − 1). The transition toj > c′max = cmax − k∆c + 1 is
not possible ask∆c credit points are consumed. To achieve less thank∆c credit points either
not enough credit points were available or the required credit points were assumed for thek
queries. We obtain the following equation:

Pn+1 (j, k) =























Xn (j − 1) + Xn (j + k∆c − 1) , 0 ≤ j < k∆c,

Xn (j + k∆c − 1) , k∆c ≤ j < c′max,

Xn (cmax − 1) + Xn (cmax) , j = c′max,

0 , j > c′max.

(20)

In order to compute the state probabilityXn+1 (j), Bayes theorem is applied using (17), (19),
and (20):

Xn+1 (j) =

kmax
∑

k=0

Pn+1 (j, k) · P (Kn = k) . (21)

The computation ofXn+1 is now iterated until the steady stateX is reached, i.e.

Xn = Xn+1 = X. (22)

In practice, the condition whether the steady state is reached or not is realized by checking the
absolute difference of the mean number of credit points for two consecutive iteration steps. If
the difference is smaller than a given thresholdǫ, the terminating condition is fulfilled and the
iteration is stopped:

|E [Xn+1] − E [Xn]| < ǫ. (23)
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This numerical method is a very robust and efficient approach. Figure 4shows the cumulative
distribution function of the credit points for the different iteration stepsXn. The arrow indicates
the number of iterations which were executed. Only a few iterations are required until the
terminating condition (23) is fulfilled.

Figure 5 shows the computed blocking probabilities for different search request arrival ratesλ.
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In this case, we only consider a single server, i.e.N = 1, which is contacted for each file query.
It can be seen that for file request rates smaller than 350 requests/hourthe blocking probability
pb is vanishing. But the blocking probability significantly increases for largerrates resulting in
inacceptable blocking probabilities, e.g. forλ = 300 requests/hour the blocking probability is
alreadypb = 0.23. However, in real eDonkey networks, there exist several index servers, thus a
server does not see all of the requests. In our measurements, we investigatedN = 139 servers.

With the knowledge of the distribution of the number of credit pointsX = ci at an index
serveri for a given rateλ∗

i , the occuring blocking probabilitypb,i can be computed that a search
request is blocked at the server due to not enough credit points. However, the rateλ∗

i depends
on the blocking probabilitiespb,j of the other index serversj 6= i. Since we already know
from Section 3 that we may consider allN index servers to be equal with respect to blocking
probabilitiespb,i and observed search query ratesλ∗

j , it holds the following equation system for
the steady state:

pb,i =

∆c−1
∑

j=0

X (j) =

∆c−1
∑

j=0

P (X = j) ,

λ∗
i =

λ

N
+

N−1
∑

y=1

λ · P (B = 1|Y = y) · P (Y = y). (24)

Hereby, Y is a random variable which describes the number of already contacted index
servers.B is a random variable that the considered index serveri is chosen. This means thatB

follows a Bernoulli distribution.
The conditional probabilityP (B = 1|Y = y) denotes the probability that the index serveri

is contacted aftery other index servers were contacted.P (Y = y) is the probability that ally
servers have not successfully answered a search query or that these servers were blocked. This
means

P (Y = y) =

(

N

y

)

((1 − pb,i) · (1 − ps) + pb,i)
y . (25)

According to the NoBan strategy a server is not contacted twice for the samesearch query. Thus,
if alreadyy servers were contacted, the probability that index serveri is chosen follows as

P (B = 1|Y = y) =
1

N − y
. (26)

Inserting (25) and (26) in (24) leads to

pb,i =
∆c−1
∑

j=0

X (j) =
∆c−1
∑

j=0

P (X = j) ,

λ∗
i =

λ

N
+

N−1
∑

y=1

(

N

y

)

· λ ·
1

N − y
· ((1 − pb,i) · (1 − ps) + pb,i)

y . (27)

The equation system (27) can now be solved numerically by iterating again until the steady state
is reached, i.e., until the blocking probabilitypb,i and the observerd search query rateλ∗

i at server
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i only changes slightly by a thresholdǫ in succeeding iteration steps. The success probabilityps

that an index server has registered the searched file is given as input parameter. The iteration is
initialized withpb,i = 1.

6 Numerical Results

In this section, we present some numerical results for different parameters. We vary over a large
range of realizations for the parameters. This is made possible by the time-discrete analysis and
can be very efficiently numerically computed outperforming more time-consumingsimulations.

First we take a look on the observed interarrival time of search queries which are forwarded
to an individual index serveri by the crawling peer. The total search queries in the system being
issued to the crawling peer is described with the file request arrival rateλ. Figure 6 shows on the
x-axis the file request arrival rateλ and on the y-axis the observed mean interarrival times1

λ∗
i

at an arbitrary index serveri. The higher the load in the system, i.e. the higher the file request
rate, the higher is also the load for individual index servers, which is expressed by smaller mean
query interarrival times1

λ∗
i

. From the convex shape of the curve, it can be seen that the crawling
peer is a very efficient solution to realize resource mediation in P2P file-sharing networks and
that the CP distributes the load in the network among the different index servers. Thus, it is
possible to accomplish flash crowd arrivals of search requests without loosing the quality of the
service.

It can be expected that a higher rateλ also leads to higher blocking probabilitiespb,i which is
investigated next. Again, we vary over the total file request rateλ in the network which is given
on the x-axis in Figure 7. The resulting blocking probabilitypb,i that the crawling peer cannot
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Figure 7: Blocking probability for different search arrival ratesλ

forward a search request to an individual index serveri is plotted versusλ. It can be seen that the
crawling peer supports up to a mean number of 440 search requests per hour while achieving a
blocking probabilitypb,i close to zero. If the total load in the system is permanently higher over
time, e.g. about 500 requests per hour, the crawling peer has to block somesearch requests to
the index serveri due to not enough credit points and to avoid therefore to be banned at server i.
Nevertheless, the total blocking probabilitypb,total is still for this rate close to zero, cf. Eq. (12).

The mobile network operator which supports the P2P file-sharing service can dimension the
network in such a way that the experienced quality of the file-sharing service satisfies the user
and the blocking probability falls below a given threshold. If the service provider operatesk
crawling peers in the mobile domain, the load can be distributed among thek CPs. This means
that each of thek CPs only sees1

k
of the total loadλ, i.e. each CP has then only to accomplish

a file request rateλ
k
. Now, the operator can choosek such thatpb,i is vanishing. According to

Figure 7 this means to find the minimalk such thatλ
k

< 440 requests per hour.
Another parameter that is of interest is the maximal numbercmax of credit points which a

peer can gather at an index server.cmax influences how strong a peer is rewarded if it does
not contact the index server for longer periods of time. The maximal numberof credit points
help to accomplish bursts in the arrival of search requests. If the file request arrival process
shows a higher variance, a smaller number of maximal credit points will lead to higher blocking
probabilities.

Figure 8 shows the blocking probabilitypb,i in dependence of the maximal numbercmax of
available credit points. The blue curve indicates the numerical solution of thetime-discrete
analysis which explains the small zigzag of the solution curve due to numericalinaccuracies.
We only have fitted the numerical solution polynomial for visualization purposes to obtain a
smoother curve without zigzag. From Figure 8, it can be seen that the blocking probabilitiespb,i
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Figure 8: Blocking probability in dependence of the maximal number of available credit points

at individual index server stay constant if the maximal possible number of credit points exceeds
a value of about 500 credit points. In that case, this results in a much more user-friendly (in
terms of blocking probabilities), but still effective prevention of hammering the index server.

7 Conclusion and Outlook

Mobile networks differ from their wireline counterparts mainly by the high costs for air trans-
missions and by the mobility of the users. The crawling peer is suggested in order to optimize the
resource mediation mechanism for a mobile P2P file-sharing application. The objective of this
work was to investigate the crawling peer component, which optimizes the resource mediation
mechanism in a mobile P2P architecture. We presented a time-discrete analysis for describ-
ing interactions between performance factors, like the observed arrival rate and the blocking
probability. The computation of the performance factors was done using thepower method and
numerical iteration techniques. This approach enables parameter sensitivity studies and might
lead to optimal value for tradeoff parameters. It helps to dimension the mobile P2P network in
such a way that the experienced quality of the file-sharing service, e.g. interms of successfully
answered search requests, satisfies the user and that the blocking probability is below a given
threshold.

In particular, we investigated the observed search queries at an arbitrary server and the result-
ing blocking probabilities for different arrival rates of search queries. As a result of the analysis,
we found out that the crawling peer is a very efficient solution to realize resource mediation in
P2P file-sharing networks and that the CP distributes the load in the network among the different
index servers. Thus, it is possible to accomplish flash crowd arrivals ofsearch requests without
loosing the quality of the service. Furthermore, the analysis makes the dimensioning of the mo-
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bile P2P file-sharing architecture possible. The mobile network operator which supports the P2P
file-sharing service can dimension the network in such a way that the experienced quality of the
file-sharing service satisfies the user and the blocking probability falls below a given threshold.
Next we investigated the influence of the maximal number of credit points on theblocking prob-
abilities. The time-discrete analysis shows that the blocking probabilities at an individual index
server stay constant if the maximal possible number of credit points exceeds a certain value.
In that case, a much more user-friendly (in terms of blocking probabilities),but still effective
prevention of hammering the index servers is realized.
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